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Abstract The Swarm satellites offer an unprecedented opportunity for improving our knowledge about
polar cap patches, which are regarded as the main space weather issue in the polar caps. We present a
new robust algorithm that automatically detects polar cap patches using in situ plasma density data from
Swarm. For both hemispheres, we compute the spatial and seasonal distributions of the patches identified
separately by Swarm A and Swarm B between December 2013 and August 2016. We show a clear seasonal
dependency of patch occurrence. In the Northern Hemisphere (NH), patches are essentially a winter
phenomenon, as their occurrence rate is enhanced during local winter and very low during local summer.
Although not as pronounced as in the NH, the same pattern is seen for the Southern Hemisphere (SH).
Furthermore, the rate of polar cap patch detection is generally higher in the SH than in the NH, especially
on the dayside at about 77∘ magnetic latitude. Additionally, we show that in the NH the number of patches
is higher in the postnoon and prenoon sectors for interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) By<0 and IMF By > 0,
respectively, and that this trend is mirrored in the SH, consistent with the ionospheric flow convection.
Overall, our results confirm previous studies in the NH, shed more light regarding the SH, and provide
further insight into polar cap patch climatology. Along with this algorithm, we provide a large data set of
patches automatically detected with in situ measurements, which opens new horizons in studies of polar
cap phenomena.

1. Introduction

Polar cap patches are defined as plasma density enhancements in the F region ionosphere at least twice that of
the background density [Crowley, 1996]. They are islands of plasma which have been cut off from the dayside
solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) produced tongue of ionization by dayside reconnection [e.g., Knudsen, 1974;
Foster, 1984; Lockwood and Carlson, 1992; Sojka et al., 1993, 1994; Carlson et al., 2004; Moen et al., 2006; Clausen
and Moen, 2015]. Subsequently, they are transported by the solar wind-driven polar cap convection through
the polar cap, i.e., the region poleward of the auroral oval where the magnetic flux tubes are open with respect
to the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) [e.g., Brittnacher et al., 1999; Foster et al., 2005; Hosokawa et al., 2009a,
2010; Oksavik et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2013a, 2015]. Patches exit the polar cap into the auroral oval and are
called auroral blobs [e.g., Robinson et al., 1985; Crowley et al., 2000; Lorentzen et al., 2004; Moen et al., 2007,
2015; Jin et al., 2014, 2016]. The production of high-density polar cap patches is believed to be predominantly
due to transient magnetic reconnection dynamics [e.g., Lockwood and Carlson, 1992; Carlson et al., 2004, 2006;
Carlson, 2012; Zhang et al., 2011, 2013b], which can segment the tongue of ionization into patches by mech-
anisms including polar cap boundary motions, current sheets, and flow channels [e.g., Anderson et al., 1988;
Lockwood and Carlson, 1992; Sojka et al., 1993; Rodger et al., 1994; Valladares et al., 1994; Milan et al., 2002; Pitout
and Blelly, 2003; Pitout et al., 2004; Carlson et al., 2004; Lockwood et al., 2005; Moen et al., 2006; Carlson, 2012;
Clausen and Moen, 2015; Moen et al., 2015].

Polar cap patches are regarded as the main space weather issue in the polar caps as the electron density gradi-
ents and irregularities associated with them can disturb HF radio propagation and degrade Global Navigation
Satellite Systems signals [e.g., Spogli et al., 2009; Prikryl et al., 2010, 2011; Moen et al., 2013; Clausen and Moen,
2015; Jin et al., 2016]. These gradients and irregularities can in particular generate radio wave scintillations,
which are rapid fluctuations in the received transionospheric radio wave amplitude and phase [e.g., Yeh and
Liu, 1982; Kintner et al., 2007]. In order to provide regional forecasts of the scintillations to the user community,
it is necessary to precisely identify polar cap patches and improve our knowledge about their dynamics and
structuring from the inflow region to their exit from the polar cap. For this, extensive study based on in situ
measurements with good coverage over the polar regions is necessary.
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Buchau et al. [1983] and Weber et al. [1984] undertook pioneering work on polar cap dynamics using all-sky
imagers, and since then, numerous other ground-based studies have been carried out, comprising ground-
based total electron content (TEC) measurements, incoherent scatter radars, all-sky imagers, and combina-
tions of them [e.g., Weber et al., 1986; Krankowski et al., 2006; Jin et al., 2014, 2016; Carlson et al., 2004; Oksavik
et al., 2006; Moen et al., 2006, 2013; Thomas et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2013a, 2015, 2016a, 2016b; Hosokawa
et al., 2006, 2009b, 2016; Clausen et al., 2016].

On the other hand, in situ studies of polar cap patches have progressed slower: Case studies based on rocket
or satellite data comprise the works by Lorentzen et al. [2010], Moen et al. [2012], Oksavik et al. [2012], Spicher
et al. [2014, 2015, 2015b], and Goodwin et al. [2015], but comprehensive and statistical studies using in situ
measurements are sparse. To date the main contributions for polar cap patch identification based on purely
in situ data result from the algorithm developed by Coley and Heelis [1995], which allowed to detect and char-
acterize polar cap electron density enhancements using Dynamics Explorer 2 (DE 2) spacecraft density data.
This algorithm was then reused by the same authors [Coley and Heelis, 1998, 1998a] and by Kivanç and Heelis
[1997] who studied irregularities associated with patches. Also, using 550 days of DE 2 satellite data, Burston
et al. [2016] performed a linear growth rate analysis of several instability mechanisms associated with polar
cap patches considering the density gradients to be defined as in Coley and Heelis [1995].

In addition, Noja et al. [2013] recently introduced a new method to detect polar cap patches based on TEC
observations aboard CHAMP and presented the patch climatological behavior in both the Northern Hemi-
sphere (NH) and in the Southern Hemisphere (SH). Most of their results for the NH were in agreement with
previous results by Coley and Heelis [1995] and Coley and Heelis [1998a], but compelling differences were
observed in the SH, leaving open questions. Indeed, Coley and Heelis [1998] found that patch occurrence was
maximum during local winter and minimum during local summer in the SH, while Noja et al. [2013] found a
minimum in local winter and maxima around equinoxes and during local summer.

The methods by Coley and Heelis [1995] and Noja et al. [2013] have both advantages compared to ground-
based techniques, especially for investigating patches in the SH where ground-based instrument studies are
challenging. However, they have some limitations: the algorithm by Coley and Heelis [1995] does not detect
polar cap patches with shallow edges, which can occur, for instance, when the gradient drift instability is
extensively acting on the trailing edge of the patch [see, e.g., Tsunoda, 1988; Gondarenko and Guzdar, 1999;
Spicher et al., 2015], while the method by Noja et al. [2013] might identify short peaks in TEC values and/or
auroral phenomena as polar cap patches.

In order to perform statistical studies of polar cap patches, a robust detection algorithm and extensive data
sets are necessary. Unfortunately, such data sets where polar cap patches are automatically identified and
which are available to the community are still lacking, even though they are crucial to improve our knowl-
edge about patch dynamics and structuring. For this purpose, we created a new robust algorithm comprising
aspects from the two methods above mentioned to automatically detect and flag polar cap patches using in
situ plasma density data obtained by the Swarm satellites. The strength of the Swarm satellites was already
demonstrated in case studies of patch formation [Goodwin et al., 2015] and patch irregularities [Spicher et al.,
2015]: In these studies, they proved that the Swarm satellites were capable of examining polar cap patches.

The outcome of the algorithm, i.e., the data identified as polar cap patches, consists of more than 31 months
of data with over 10,000 density enhancements identified as patches in both hemispheres for each of the
Swarm satellites (note that the data are daily updated, and thus, the number of polar cap patches detected
is increasing as long as the Swarm satellites are operative). It provides an unprecedented data set both for
statistical and for case studies of polar cap patches using in situ Swarm measurements and is available to the
community at http://www.mn.uio.no/fysikk/english/research/projects/swarm.

In the following, we describe the algorithm in detail, accompanied by a brief comparison with the previous
patch detection methods. We then present the seasonal and spatial distributions of the polar cap patches
identified by our algorithm between December 2013 and August 2016. We compare and discuss the results
with respect to those obtained with other methods.

2. The Polar Cap Patch Detection Algorithm

Launched on 22 November 2013, Swarm is a constellation of the three satellites Alpha (Swarm A), Bravo
(Swarm B), and Charlie (Swarm C), whose primary goal is to study the Earth’s magnetic field, upper atmosphere,
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and ionosphere. After the commissioning phase where the three spacecrafts were flying as pearls on a string
in nearly polar circular orbits at an altitude of approximately 500 km, the satellites were maneuvered into their
intended main constellation from the middle of January 2014 [e.g., Lühr et al., 2015]; Swarms A and Swarm C
are orbiting side by side at about 460 km altitude, while Swarm B orbits at about 510 km altitude. Each satellite
has an identical set of instruments [e.g., Friis-Christensen et al., 2006, 2008; Olsen et al., 2013]. Here we present a
new algorithm which allows to automatically detect polar cap patches, namely, the Polar Cap Patch Detection
Algorithm (PCPDA) using electron density data from the Langmuir probes obtained at a rate of 2 Hz [Knudsen
et al., 2014, 2017]. Precisely, the PCPDA reveals whether the density observed by the Swarm satellites is a part
of a polar cap patch or not. In the following, the PCPDA is described in detail.

By definition, the plasma density inside a polar cap patch is at least twice that of the surrounding plasma
[Crowley, 1996]. Thus, polar cap patches can be identified by calculating the ratio inc between the foreground
density f and the background density b (inc = f∕b) in the polar cap. If the ratio inc is greater than 2, the density
enhancement with respect to the background agrees with the definition of a patch, whereas if the ratio inc is
lower than 2, it does not.

Since, by definition, polar cap patches occur only inside the polar cap, i.e., on open magnetic field lines pole-
ward of the open/closed field line boundary (OCB), the first step in polar cap patch detection is to find the
OCB. This is notoriously difficult although many have attempted [Craven and Frank, 1987; Frank and Craven,
1988; Lassen and Danielsen, 1989; Elphinstone et al., 1990; Mishin, 1990; Newell et al., 1996; Germany et al.,
1997; Brittnacher et al., 1999; Milan et al., 2003; Wing et al., 2010; Ohtani et al., 2010; Clausen et al., 2013]. Here
for simplicity, we assume that the OCB is located somewhere below 77∘ geomagnetic latitude (MLAT), and
therefore, we only consider plasma density measurements above that latitude for polar cap patch detection.
This is illustrated in Figure 1, where we show the northern polar region using Altitude Adjusted Corrected Geo-
magnetic Coordinates (AACGM) [Baker and Wing, 1989] and the trajectory of Swarm B with the time given in
universal time (UT). The pass occurred on 29 December 2013, roughly in the noon-midnight plane. The green
region indicates the statistical position of the auroral oval [Feldstein and Starkov, 1967] for low geomagnetic
activity (Kp value of 1) and the thick black circle the 77∘ MLAT. From Figure 1, it is clear that the statistical oval
lies equatorward of the 77∘ MLAT even for such a low Kp value. Thus, it is an adequate choice to assume that
the density structures above 77∘ MLAT are located poleward of the OCB.

After defining the regions where polar cap patches can be detected, a correct identification of the background
plasma density inside the polar cap has to be done. This is achieved using a percentile filtering technique,
similar to the previous work by Coley and Heelis [1995]: in a window of 551 data points, which corresponds
to a distance of about 2000 km traveled by the satellite (the sampling frequency being 2 Hz and the velocity
of the satellites being about 7.5 km/s), the 35th percentile of the plasma density measurements is calculated;
that value is defined as the background plasma density b, and the window is advanced by one data point for
the next background calculation. The 35th percentile value was chosen by visual inspection as it provided
a good estimate of the background density. Indeed, with this value, large individual density enhancements
such as polar cap patches do not affect the determination of the background, and in addition, all plasma
density structures with scale size larger than 2000 km are eliminated (the largest extent of polar cap patches
is typically 1000 km). Note that the 35th percentile method to calculate the background is significantly better
than using the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) predicted plasma density, as the IRI does not provide
data accurate enough within the polar regions.

In order to determine the foreground plasma density f , the original 2 Hz plasma density data provided by
the Langmuir probe on board the Swarm satellites are also percentile filtered. As patches are typically several
hundreds of kilometers wide [e.g., Carlson, 2012], a window of width of seven data points corresponding to
a distance of about 25 km in space is chosen for percentile filtering. Within this window the 50th percentile
(median) is designated to be the value of the foreground plasma density f , as done in Coley and Heelis [1995].
This median filtering process eliminates density features smaller than about 25 km and is chosen so that the
fine structures removed are smaller than the typical patch dimension. The foreground f and the background
b are then used to calculate the plasma density ratios inc for each satellite pass, and when all values of inc are
examined, the algorithm proceeds as follows.

First, the algorithm checks whether the measurement was performed above 77∘ MLAT (or below −77∘ MLAT
for the SH). If so, the measurement is assumed to be inside the polar cap and the algorithm tests whether
inc> 2. If yes, that measurement is considered to be inside of a polar cap patch. Under the condition that
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Figure 1. Example of the Swarm B trajectory through the northern
polar region in magnetic AACGM coordinates with times in UT. The pass
occurred on 29 December 2013. The green region indicates the statistical
position of the auroral oval for low geomagnetic activity (Kp = 1) and the
thick black circle the 77∘ MLAT.

subsequent inc values also exceed the
threshold value of 2, the subsequent
density values are also considered to be
inside the polar cap patch until inc drops
below 2. This region of the plasma den-
sity observations, where the foreground
is at least twice as large as the back-
ground, constitutes what will be called
the “patch proper” or PP. Once the PP
is identified, the average (mean) back-
ground plasma density within the PP, PP,
is calculated. Starting at the beginning
of the PP, the algorithm checks whether
previous foreground density values drop
to within 30% of the PP value (i.e., when
f ≤1.3 PP). The first value that does so is
marked as the beginning of the patch
and is referred to as the “first edge.” The
same procedure is repeated for fore-
ground values following the last value of
the PP, and the first value that drops to
within 30% of the PP marks the end of
the patch, i.e., the “second edge.” If the
entire length of a density enhancement
from the beginning of the first edge
through the PP to the end of the second
edge is longer than 30 data points,
which we define as the minimum patch
length (with a sampling frequency of

2 Hz, this corresponds to about 100 km), then the density enhancement is identified as a polar cap patch in
the Swarm data.

One important point is that during the edge detection process, the foreground plasma density values are
compared to the average background of the PP, i.e., PP, and not to the background b. If the foreground was
simply asked to drop to within 30% of the background, steep cliffs would erroneously be identified as polar
cap patches. Furthermore, if the foreground does not return to within 30% of PP poleward of |MLAT|=75∘, a
plasma density enhancement is not identified as a polar cap patch. Note that this allows edges to reach lower
latitudes than the threshold of ±77∘ MLAT of the polar cap.

An example illustrating the detection algorithm for Swarm B is shown in Figure 2: The PP identified is high-
lighted in gray, the beginning and the end of the edges of the patch are marked by vertical dashed lines, and
the horizontal dotted lines mark the average background plasma density inside the PP and its 30% threshold.
This patch corresponds to the “dayside” polar cap patch investigated in Spicher et al. [2015]. Note that the
PCPDA also identified other patches that have been previously discussed in the literature [Spicher et al., 2015;
Goodwin et al., 2015]. In addition, we independently tested the PCPDA using all-sky imagers from Svalbard for
comparison, which again confirmed that our algorithm adequately detects polar cap patches.

In the past, a few attempts to automatically detect polar cap patches using satellite data have been published.
Coley and Heelis [1995] used a median filter technique to estimate the background and to filter out small-scale
structures. They required that the plasma density enhancements should be at least twice as large as the back-
ground density to be qualified as a patch, which is consistent with the definition provided by Crowley [1996].
Additionally, they imposed a gradient criterion meaning that the density must increase by at least 40% over
the background value over a horizontal distance of 140 km. This algorithm was reused by the same authors
[Coley and Heelis, 1998, 1998a] and by Kivanç and Heelis [1997].

Recently, Noja et al. [2013] presented a polar cap patch detection technique based on CHAMP TEC data, which
is slightly different: they required the presence of a positive slope in TEC values followed by a negative slope
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Figure 2. Plasma density data observed by Swarm B (irregular solid line) as well as the corresponding background b
(smooth solid line). The polar cap patch “proper” (PP) identified by the detection algorithm is highlighted in gray.
The beginning and end of the edges are marked by vertical dashed lines, and the horizontal dotted lines mark the
average background plasma density inside the PP and the 30% threshold.

within a sliding window, without any restrictions on the size of the slopes. The background plasma density was
found by linearly interpolating between the TEC values at the boundaries of the patch range symmetrically to
the peak position. If the maximum TEC value between the slopes exceeded a certain threshold with respect
to the background, Noja et al. [2013] identified the plasma density enhancement as a polar cap patch.

Both these techniques have advantages with respect to ground-based study, but they also have some
limitations. By placing a steepness requirement on the slopes, Coley and Heelis [1995] could not detect polar
cap patches with shallow edges, which is likely to occur on patches where the gradient drift instability is active
[e.g., Spicher et al., 2015]. Due to the absence of minimum patch length and constraint on the slopes, sharp
peaks in plasma density might be identified as polar cap patches in the method presented in Noja et al. [2013].
Furthermore, Noja et al. [2013] use a mixture of absolute and relative patch magnitudes as a patch detec-
tion criterion, which is different to the generally accepted definition of a polar cap patch as a twofold plasma
density increase.

In the PCPDA, we improve these two approaches to detect polar cap patches. As outlined earlier, the objective
of the algorithm is to identify and flag plasma density measurements made by the Langmuir probe on board
the Swarm satellites which are part of a polar cap patch. Note that an extension to the PCPDA presented here
has been developed to provide information whether the edges of the patches are leading or trailing edges,
as well as estimates of the linear growth rate of the gradient drift instability. For this, velocity measurements
from the Electric Field Instrument on board Swarm [Knudsen et al., 2017] are used in order to determine the
direction of motion of polar cap patches relative to that of the satellites. More information about this exten-
sion can be found at http://www.mn.uio.no/fysikk/english/research/projects/swarm. In this work, however,
we only present the patch detection algorithm which is insensitive to the determination of the leading
and trailing edges, and a polar cap patch consists of the first edge, the patch proper and the second edge
altogether. Furthermore, our algorithm does not differentiate between approaching density enhancements
at different trajectories. One challenge associated with the use of 1-D in situ data only is that a polar cap patch
is defined on the basis of the density measurements along the track of the satellite, and the spatial extent
of the density enhancement in the other directions remains unknown. On some occasions, this might lead
to overdetection or underdetection, and in order to unambiguously address such questions, a combination
between ground-based and in situ measurements would be optimal. This is, however, not critical in our polar
cap patch climatology study.

In the remainder of the article, we present both the seasonal and spatial distributions of the polar cap patches
detected using the PCPDA. By this, we reinvestigate and assess patch climatology results published previously,
which is a first step for future polar cap patch studies.
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Figure 3. Patch occurrence rate (number of patches normalized by the number of hours, hPC, spent by the satellite in
the polar cap above |MLAT|=77∘) observed by Swarm A (blue) and Swarm B (red). (top) The Northern Hemisphere (NH)
and (bottom) the Southern Hemisphere (SH). The black horizontal lines highlight local wintertime taken between both
equinoxes, and the vertical cyan and orange dashed lines mark local winter and summer solstices, respectively.

3. Observations

The data presented here are from 9 December 2013, 00:00:00 UT to 1 August 2016, 23:59:59 UT. The data set
comprises more than 10,000 patches detected in each hemisphere for each of the Swarm satellites separately.
Due to potential overlaps between the satellites’ detections and for comparison purposes, the patch climatol-
ogy studies are performed individually for each satellite. Since the results obtained from the different satellites
generally agree, only observations from Swarm A and B are shown here (Swarm A and Swarm C having similar
orbits). The seasonal and spatial distributions of polar cap patches obtained using the PCPDA are given below.

Figure 3 shows the occurrence rate of patches identified per day using the PCPDA for Swarm A (blue) and
Swarm B (red) in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) (top) and in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) (bottom). In order
to compare both hemispheres, the occurrence rate was calculated as the number of patches observed per
day, divided by the time spent by the satellite above |MLAT|=77∘ each day. In both hemispheres, the results
obtained using Swarm A and Swarm B are very similar during the entire time interval considered.

From Figure 3, it is clear that patch occurrence in the polar cap is seasonally dependent and is enhanced dur-
ing local winter in both hemispheres. For better visualization, black horizontal lines highlight local wintertime
taken between both equinoxes. The vertical cyan and orange dashed lines mark the local winter and sum-
mer solstices, respectively. In the NH, most patches are detected during local winter with the largest values
being observed around midwinter. In contrast, almost no patches are detected during the local summer
months. In the SH, a similar pattern is observed, i.e., an enhanced occurrence in local winter, but the difference
between summer and winter is less pronounced and patches are observed throughout all seasons of the year.
On average, accounting for all the data points, the occurrence rate is higher in the SH than in the NH by a factor
of about 1.5.

In addition to their temporal distribution, the spatial distribution of polar cap patches detected during the
same period was computed. For this purpose, a MLAT/magnetic local time (MLT) grid with equal area bins was
created for magnetic latitudes ranging from 77∘ MLAT to 89∘ MLAT and magnetic local times between 0 MLT
and 24 MLT for the NH (−77∘ MLAT−89∘ MLAT for the SH). While the latitudinal width of the bins was always 2∘

MLAT, their longitudinal size was increased from about 20∘ at |MLAT|=77∘ to 120∘ near the magnetic poles.
In each of these bins, the amount of time during which the satellites observed polar cap patches tp was
calculated. Then, to account for orbit effects, the patch observation times tp were normalized to the amount
of time spent by the satellites in each bin tS, i.e., P ≡ tp∕tS. The ratio P provides a spatial distribution of
the patches and can be interpreted as the probability of observing a polar cap patch while being in a bin
for our large data set. The results are presented in Figure 4 for Swarm A (Figures 4a and 4c) and Swarm B
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Figure 4. Time duration of patch observations (tp) in each MLAT/MLT bin normalized by the time spent by the Swarm
satellite (tS) in the respective bin, i.e., P ≡ tp∕tS . Results for (a and c) Swarm A and (b and d) Swarm B. Figures 4a and 4b
correspond to the Northern Hemisphere (NH) and Figures 4c and 4d to the Southern Hemisphere (SH).

(Figures 4b and 4d), where Figures 4a and 4b exhibit the time ratio per bin P in percent in the NH and Figures 4c
and 4d in the SH.

In general, Swarm A and Swarm B observe similar distributions, with a slightly larger occurrence for Swarm B.
In the NH, the probability of patch observation is approximately the same at all MLATs and MLTs; i.e., patches
are evenly distributed in the polar cap. On average polar cap patches are present 12% (Swarm A) and 13%
(Swarm B) of the satellites’ observation time. They are detected at minimum about 7% of the time and at
maximum about 15% of the time for Swarm A, and the corresponding values are 9% and 19% for Swarm B.

In the SH, polar cap patches are also observed in the entire polar cap, with large values P on the dayside, as can
be seen in Figure 4. The largest occurrences are concentrated around 12 MLT toward lower magnetic latitudes
(below≈ −81∘ MLAT) with a maximum of about 31% (Swarm A) and 33% (Swarm B), and the distribution is
slightly tilted toward dusk. The lowest probabilities of observations are about 9% for both satellites. The mean
value of P is 19% for Swarm A and 20% for Swarm B for the period considered here, which is about 1.5 times
larger than in the NH. This larger occurrence rate in the SH is consistent with the results shown in Figure 3.

As presented in Figure 3, polar cap patches are almost absent during local summer and are enhanced
during local winter in the NH, while they can be observed all year round in the SH. Consequently, the spatial
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Figure 5. Number of patches detected by Swarm A with respect to 30 min averaged values (a and c) IMF By < 0 and
(b and d) IMF By > 0. Figures 5a and 5b correspond to the Northern Hemisphere (NH) and Figures 5c and 5d to the
Southern Hemisphere (SH).

distributions of polar cap patches shown in Figures 4a and 4b mostly correspond to the local winter spa-
tial distributions in the NH, while in Figures 4c and 4d, they correspond to the distributions observed
during the entire years. We also computed the spatial distribution of polar cap patches during equinoxes
(March/September) and solstices (December/June) months only (not shown) and retrieved the same seasonal
dependency as the one shown in Figure 3. In particular in the NH, the patch ratio per bin P is very low during
local summer (June) with a maximum value of ≈2%, while during local summer in the SH (December), P can
still reach≈20% in certain bins (especially at lower latitudes around 12 MLT). During local winter and solstices,
patch distributions are more similar in both hemispheres.

Furthermore, we investigated the spatial distribution of polar cap patches with respect to the interplanetary
magnetic (IMF) field component By , which is believed to influence patch formation, patch trajectory, and struc-
turing [e.g., Zhang et al., 2011; Moen et al., 2015, and references herein]. For this purpose, the median location
and observation time of each patch was determined and sorted with respect to the 30 min average of the
IMF By component preceding the patch observation time. This averaging was chosen in order to be consis-
tent with methods previously published in Coley and Heelis [1998a] and Moen et al. [2015], and we used the
IMF values from the high-resolution OMNI data (1 min) [King and Papitashvili, 2005], which monitors the solar
wind conditions shifted from the observation point to the bow shock. Then, using the median location of the
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polar cap patches, the number of patches observed in each MLAT/MLT equal area bin was calculated for both
the averaged IMF values By < 0 and for the averaged IMF values By > 0.

The results obtained using the polar cap patches encountered by Swarm A for the same time period as in
Figure 4 (Swarm B gave similar results) are presented in Figure 5, which shows the number of patches in each
MLAT/MLT bin for IMF By < 0 (Figures 5a and 5c) and IMF By > 0 (Figures 5b and 5d) and where Figures 5a
and 5b correspond to the NH and Figures 5c and 5d to the SH. As it can be seen in Figures 5a and 5b, sorting
the polar cap patch locations with respect to IMF By generates a clear dawn-dusk asymmetry in the NH. For
IMF By < 0, the number of polar cap patches is enhanced in the postnoon sectors, with the largest numbers
between about 13 MLT and 21 MLT. In contrast, the prenoon sectors between 00 MLT and 12 MLT are strongly
favored for IMF By > 0.

In the SH (see Figures 5c and 5d), the largest number of polar cap patches are observed at lower latitudes
around 12 MLT, as already seen in Figure 4, independent of IMF By . Additionally, a similar but opposite
dawn-dusk asymmetry can be observed in the SH: the number of patches is enhanced in the prenoon sectors
for IMF By < 0, while it is larger in the postnoon sectors for IMF By > 0.

4. Discussion

In this study, we presented a new algorithm to detect polar cap patches, namely, the PCPDA. Using plasma
density measurements made by the Langmuir probes on board the Swarm satellites, we calculated the sea-
sonal and spatial distributions of the polar cap patches detected by the PCPDA. In this section, we review our
results with respect to previous studies of polar cap patches.

It is worth mentioning here that it may be possible for a single satellite to detect the same patch more than
once and, hence, that we cannot unambiguously assess the total number of different patches detected using
the in situ measurements only. For this, when available, support from ground-based instruments which could
track single patches would be optimal but impractical for such a big data set. This is, however, not an issue for
the patch climatological behavior presented here, as we are not focusing on the distributions of new (different)
patches, but mainly on “when” and “where” polar cap patches are detected. As the Swarm satellites cover well
the polar regions [e.g., Stolle et al., 2013], as the number of patches detected is very large and as the results
from Swarm A and Swarm B agree even though they have different orbits (after the commissioning phase),
we estimate that the climatology presented here is well representative of the actual patch distributions in the
polar caps.

As presented in Figure 3, the patch occurrence in the polar cap is clearly enhanced during local winter and
reduced during local summer in both hemispheres. In the NH, our results agree with previous studies of the
seasonal distribution of polar cap patches. Indeed, works by Coley and Heelis [1995, 1998, 1998a], who used
ion density data from the DE 2 and the DMSP F8 and F9 spacecrafts, and a more recent study from Noja et al.
[2013], who used TEC data from the CHAMP satellites, showed the same pattern as the one we observe for the
NH, that is, a large number of polar cap patches in winter and a very low number in summer in the NH. Also,
using digisondes, Buchau and Reinisch [1991] showed that in the NH patch-to-background ratios were signifi-
cantly higher in winter than in summer, with values exceeding 10 and 3 at times, respectively. Sojka et al. [1994]
and Wood and Pryse [2010] performed numerical simulations of patch-to-background ratios and showed that
the ratios were much lower in summer. Wood and Pryse [2010] observed significant density enhancements
in summer, but as their patch-to-background ratios were smaller than 2 in summer, their plasma density
enhancements did not meet the definition of a patch. The lack of polar cap patch detection in summer
can be explained by the large background electron density maintained in the sunlit polar cap (greater solar
EUV production) and thus the difficulty to have persisting high-density enhancements twice as high as the
background, as well as by the variation in the chemical composition which both reduces the plasma density
drawn into the polar cap and enhances plasma loss by recombination [Schunk and Sojka, 1987; Wood and Pryse,
2010; Carlson, 2012; Kivanç and Heelis, 1998]. During summer conditions, solar photoionization smoothes out
large-scale structures such as patches which are transported away from their source, meaning that locally
produced plasma prevails, while during winter conditions the plasma enhancements transported away from
their source dominate in the polar cap [Kivanç and Heelis, 1998; Carlson, 2012].

In the SH, we observe a similar seasonal pattern as in the NH (see Figure 3), i.e., a general enhancement
in patch occurrence during local winter with respect to local summer. This result contrasts the findings by
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Noja et al. [2013] who, using TEC data aboard CHAMP from 2001 to 2004, observed relatively large patch occur-
rence during local summertime and a minimum in June/July, corresponding to local winter in the SH. Note
that a local minimum during local winter has also been observed by Rodger and Graham [1996], who inves-
tigated patch formation pattern in the SH using 2 years of HF radar data from Halley, Antarctica. However,
apart from that minimum, Rodger and Graham [1996] found a general trend similar to the one we observe,
i.e., less patches during local summer compared to local winter. Noja et al. [2013] explained their minimum
in June/July with the fact that between 2001 and 2004, the TEC was quite inhomogeneous in the SH during
local winter months but exhibited very small magnitudes rarely exceeding 5 TECU (total electron content
unit, 1 TECU = 1016 el m−2) and, hence, that their detection parameters might possibly ignore too small-scale
TEC peaks [Noja et al., 2013]. We also observe in the Swarm data that the magnitude of the patch densities
and background decrease in the SH during local winter, but polar cap patches can still be detected using the
PCPDA. One particular difference between our method and the technique by Noja et al. [2013] is that we look
for density enhancements in the polar caps only, as we set a threshold to 77∘ MLAT for patch detection. In Noja
et al. [2013], this threshold is set to 55∘ MLAT, which includes cusp and auroral phenomena and might lead
to differences. It is also worth mentioning that Noja et al. [2013] base their analysis on slant TEC data, which
denotes the integrated number of electrons along the line of sight between receiver and transmitter, while
we use the electron density observed in situ at the satellite altitudes. Consequently, the exact relationship
between the two different techniques is not straightforward.

Overall, our results in the SH agree very well with the in situ study of hemispheric differences in patch occur-
rence by Coley and Heelis [1998], who also detected greater patch numbers in local winter than in local summer
in the SH. Moreover, the seasonal dependence we observe matches observations by Krankowski et al. [2006],
who used GPS TEC fluctuations in the SH and showed that moderate and strong TEC fluctuations of patch
activity were maximal from May to September, suggesting that the winter conditions were preferable for
patch formation.

In contrast to observations made in the NH where patches are almost completely suppressed in summer, our
algorithm detects polar cap patches during the entire year in the SH, reducing the summer/winter difference
in occurrence observed in the NH. Again, this coincides well with the results presented in Coley and Heelis
[1998], where an asymmetry between the NH and SH was also perceptible. Supporting ground-based obser-
vations can also be found in Krankowski et al. [2006], who showed that patch activity (both strong and low) in
the SH was observed the entire year. Furthermore, Noja et al. [2013] also observed patches during local sum-
mer in the SH and showed that the TEC level was considerable and quite heterogeneous during SH summer,
which may explain the detection of polar cap patches. The previous works suggest that this asymmetry in
patch occurrence observed in the NH and SH might be a consequence of the magnetic field asymmetry in
the NH and SH. Indeed, the offset between the invariant magnetic pole and the geographic poles is larger
in the SH than in the NH, and the magnetic flux densities and patterns are different in both hemispheres, which
impacts the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling [e.g., Förster and Cnossen, 2013; Laundal et al., 2016] and, by
extension, may affect the plasma background and patch distributions as well as patch formation. Assessing
these effects is outside the scope of this paper, as numerical simulations are necessary. However, Swarm and
the data set presented here provide a great new tool for further interhemispheric studies and for comparison
with numerical simulations.

Having discussed the seasonal variations of the polar cap patches detected by the PCPDA, we turn to their
spatial distribution. In general, polar cap patches are present at all MLATs and MLTs in the polar cap in both
hemispheres. In particular, polar cap patches were found to be present about 13% of the satellites’ observation
time, averaged over the MLATs and MLTs in the NH, while about 20% in the SH. Thus, the satellites encoun-
tered patches in the polar caps about 1.5 more often in the SH than in the NH when orbit effects were taken
into consideration. This agrees with the ratios found by Coley and Heelis [1998], who detected about twice as
many patches in the SH as in the NH and by Noja et al. [2013], who saw 60% to 40% more patches in the SH.
Again, such difference might be related to the asymmetric magnetic field offset [Coley and Heelis, 1998; Noja
et al., 2013].

In both the NH and the SH, patches are distributed everywhere, but in addition, there is an enhancement on
the dayside in the SH with maximum around noon. This is consistent with Rodger and Graham [1996], who
found a broad maximum of polar cap patch occurrence centered around magnetic noon in the SH. Essentially,
our Figure 4 resembles Figure 4 (top panels) in Noja et al. [2013], when considering only latitudes above
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|MLAT| = 77∘ (as our method only focuses on the polar caps). Noja et al. [2013] also observed such an enhance-
ment on the dayside SH stretching to magnetic latitudes of about −700 with a dusk tail, indicative of the
importance of high-density plasma transport from subauroral latitudes on the dayside.

As for the IMF By control over the spatial distribution of polar cap patches, we showed the presence of a clear
dawn-dusk asymmetry when polar cap patches are sorted with respect to IMF By <0 and IMF By>0 in the NH.
Indeed, for IMF By <0 and IMF By>0, the number of patches is enhanced in the postnoon and prenoon sectors,
respectively. This is in very good agreement with earlier observations [e.g., Cannon et al., 1991; Fukui et al.,
1994; Zhang et al., 2003; Moen et al., 2008; Hosokawa et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2016]. The effect of IMF By on the
trajectory of patch material in the polar caps can be explained by the influence of IMF By on the polar iono-
spheric convection and on poleward moving auroral forms [e.g., Heppner and Maynard, 1987; Zhang et al.,
2003; Karlson et al., 1996; Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 2005; Moen et al., 2015]. Indeed, for IMF By<0, the cusp
inflow region is shifted toward prenoon and the patch material will be pulled into the duskside. On the other
hand, for IMF By>0, the cusp inflow region is shifted toward postnoon and the patches are drawn toward
dawnside (see, for example, the scheme in Figure 2 by Moen et al. [2008] or Figure 7 by Jin et al. [2015]).

In the SH, a mirrored dawn-dusk asymmetry was observed. This can again be explained by the polar iono-
spheric convection model for which the IMF By component has the inverse effect as in the NH [e.g., Heppner
and Maynard, 1987, and references herein]. Thus, the polar cap patch number is larger on the dawnside for
IMF By <0 and on the duskside for IMF By>0).

In this study, polar cap patches were sorted with respect to the 30 min average of the IMF By component
preceding the patch observation time, to be consistent with methods previously published in Coley and Heelis
[1998a] and Moen et al. [2015]. In order to include time delays due to the transit times of the patches across
the polar regions, precise information on the convection pattern associated with every patch is required and,
to be very accurate, a time delay for every patch should be calculated, which is not straightforward. However,
using our approximation, we obtain clear results agreeing with previous observations. Note also that shifting
this time delay to account for some longer transit time (even for several hours) does not significantly affect
the results for our large data set; after computing the autocorrelation function of IMF By over the time period
investigated here, we suggest that this is due to a long correlation time of the IMF By component.

In general, the results obtained using our automatized algorithm confirm previous studies of polar cap patch
climatology. We indeed confirm the results obtained by Coley and Heelis [1998a] and Noja et al. [2013] in the
NH. For the SH, our findings regarding the seasonal variations of patches contrast the ones from Noja et al.
[2013] but corroborate the results by Coley and Heelis [1998]. Additionally, by sorting the data by IMF By , we
confirmed previous studies and, using purely in situ measurements, we provide further evidence of the impor-
tance of the By in polar cap patch trajectory. Polar cap patches are regarded as the main space weather concern
in the polar caps [e.g., Spogli et al., 2009; Prikryl et al., 2010; Moen et al., 2013; Jin et al., 2016], and thus, this work
has direct impact for space weather predictions and mitigation.

5. Conclusion

Polar cap patches are regarded as a challenging space weather issue as they are known to degrade HF radio
communications and disturb satellite navigation and communication systems. With the increase of human
activity in the polar regions relying on such systems, an extensive knowledge about polar cap dynamics and
structuring from the inflow region to the exit from the polar cap is of increasing importance.

In this article, we introduced a new algorithm that automatically detects polar cap patches using the in situ
plasma density measurements obtained by the Swarm satellites, which offer an outstanding opportunity
for polar cap patch studies. Using this algorithm, we presented the spatial and seasonal distributions of the
patches identified between 9 December 2013 to 1 August 2016. We showed that both in the Northern Hemi-
sphere (NH) and Southern Hemisphere (SH), the number of polar cap patches is enhanced during local winter,
while it is reduced during local summer. Polar cap patches are essentially winter phenomena in the NH, since
they are almost totally suppressed during local summer, while they are boosted during local winter. In the SH,
patch occurrence is larger during local winter than during local summer, but the difference between the two
seasons is not as pronounced as in the NH.

We also showed that the occurrence rate of polar cap patches observed by Swarm is larger in the SH than in the
NH. In both hemispheres, patches are observed at all MLATs and MLTs, with an enhancement on the dayside in
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the SH. We suggest that the interhemispheric differences result from the interhemispheric asymmetry of the
magnetic field, both in strength and in orientation, which impacts the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling
and, by extend, can affect the plasma background and patch distributions, as well as patch formation.

Finally, we showed using purely in situ data that in the NH, the number of patches is enhanced in the postnoon
sectors when IMF By < 0, while it is enhanced in the prenoon sectors when IMF By > 0 and that this trend is
reversed in the SH, consistent with the ionospheric flow convection patterns.

Overall, our results for the NH confirm previous in situ studies by Coley and Heelis [1998a] and Noja et al. [2013].
Regarding the SH, the seasonal distributions of patches observed by Noja et al. [2013] and Coley and Heelis
[1998a] are contradictory, as Noja et al. [2013] observed a minimum in patch occurrence June/July, while Coley
and Heelis [1998] observed a maximum during local winter. Our results tend to support the findings by Coley
and Heelis [1998] and provide thus further insight to assess polar cap patch climatology.

Together with the PCPDA, which can be adapted to any spacecraft measuring plasma density, we provide
an unprecedented data set of polar cap patches automatically detected in the Swarm data. This opens new
doors for statistical and case studies of polar cap patches using in situ measurements which are impor-
tant for plasma irregularities and scintillations studies in the polar regions and can also provide insights for
ionospheric interhemispheric studies.
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